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Boxing star tips against jab

Boxing Star TrailerGo for K.O.! Show the stars to your opponent! Hey Kid, do you think you have what it takes to get to the top and become the next big boxing star? Enter the world of boxing and take it all in! Get up from street fights to become the world champion! Armed with... 2018-03-
27T09:24:38.000ZBoxing is a simple but immensely entertaining sport. Two boxers enter a ring, place each other and try to freak them out with well-placed punches. Each boxing round features elegant foot play, careful doding, mind games, and feats of courage and skill. Boxing Star brings all these
elements to your mobile phone with one of the best one-on-fighters to beautify the small screen. You'll have to climb the ranks as an amateur boxer and try to become an undeniable legend. Our tips and tricks guide will push you to championship status on time! Here are the top five tips, tricks, and tricks
you need to know for Boxing Star:Download the Boxing Star APK here.1. Change your attacks to keep them guessing, don't forget to block, and watch your resistance four thirty-three • Boxing Star pits you against underground fight club jobbers, up-and-coming boxers, and championship boxers. As your
journey to the top of the boxing ladder begins quite simple, things soon become difficult for you as your boxer faces more formidable opponents. If you're looking to be successful on a regular basis, you'll need to adopt a strategy that doesn't seem too predictable. • Change the delivery of Jab, Hooks and
Uppercut. Sometimes it's best to dance around your enemy, familiarize yourself with their tactics, and let them swing first so you can invalidate them with Counter Punches. Once your opponent is stunned, lie in them with more uppercuts. And finally, activate your Hyper Skill while your opponent is in the
middle of the attack.• Along with good offense, you also need to adopt a strong defense. When a game starts to get a little rough, it starts blocking. This tactic not only defends incoming punches, but also helps your boxer recover some of their health. By the way, do you see that heart rate monitor under
your health meter? That part of the boxer's user interface (user interface) represents his stamina. Keep an eye on him and make sure he doesn't fall too low: once he reaches zero, your boxer will throw punches at an extremely slow speed. 2. Do some training, earn skill points and develop a varied skill
set four thirty-three • After practicing some training, your boxer will acquire the skill points necessary to acquire different types of skills. The type of skills you can purchase and upgrade are Jabs, Hooks, Uppercuts, Specials, and Locations. Once you have purchased all the skill slots, choose to fill them
with a varied set of skills. For example, a varied moveset means equipping Stunner Hunter Stance Rookie, Rib Crusher, Thorn Fist, and Rampant Rage. Or you can attach a corresponding color position and a special attack/skill to your boxer - - helps to increase the statistics of these skills.• You've
probably already realized this, but each ability is tied to a different color alignment. Green abilities are tied to the Counter-Master attribute, purple abilities are tied to the Stunner Hunter attribute, blue abilities are tied to the Resistance Burner attribute, and orange abilities are tied to the Lucky Punching
attribute. • Counter-master skills give your boxer powerful counter-punches, stunner hunter skills help you deal more damage to dizzying opponents, Stamina Burner's abilities increase your attacking power when your boxer's stamina is high, and Lucky Puncher's abilities randomly increase your attacking
power. Green position abilities are strong against orange, orange position abilities are strong against purple, purple position abilities are strong against blue position abilities, and blue position abilities are strong against green.3. Jump into the League! Four thirty-three • In addition to story mode matches,
you'll be thrown into the ring during League games. Winning these matches helps you acquire Star Points, which means renewing your training contract with Khari when you finish all available training sessions. As you reach higher levels within the current League you're competing in, you'll be assigned a
certain type of League Reward Box. Fight hard and beat the online competition so you can increase your rank and collect as many boxes of rewards as possible!4. Stay at the top of your K.O. Trailer_2Go gear collection! Show the stars to your opponent!2018-09-05T03:18:48.000Z• Your victories will lead
you to own boxes of rewards, filled with equipable items that help boost your boxer's stats. When you get into the Gear part of the main menu, click Manage so you can equip your boxer with new pieces of equipment. • When it comes time to upgrade your favorite gear, be sure to sacrifice the same type of
equipment for it. You'll get a synergistic bonus that leads your updated item to get a greater boost in stats. And when you hit the maximum level for an item and you have the option to increase its rarity level, make it happen asap! The rarest types of equipment are extremely powerful, especially when you
update them constantly.• Another part of the Gear menu you need to pay attention to is the Sponsorship part. When you collect a piece of equipment tied to a collection (Sting Bee, WideStep, SharkJaw, and MegaPunch are those collections), you'll start filling his Collection List gear. • Collect all items
within a set and you will be gifted special bonus item! Note: You do not need to keep the actual item within the inventory to remain posted within a collection list. The first time you receive a piece of equipment, it is recorded forever within a collection list. So don't be afraid to sacrifice a piece of equipment
for your upgrade purposes.5. TAKE SOCIAL! Four-three • Becoming a social butterfly in Boxing Star helps you achieve a lot of gold. You will be able to screenshot of your best wins and also link your account to Facebook to get extra gold. And be sure to add a lot of friends and win Promotor Matches so
you can earn extra S coins. • S-Coins help you buy new types of Swank from the Management tab: Swank comes in the form of Nativity scenes, Wheels and Entourage. Cribs help you acquire extra coins, wheels reduce the waiting time it takes to open delivery packages, and have an Entourage that
gives you a bonus per day. See Also Boxing is an extremely competitive sport. It's probably one of the reasons why it continues to inspire an endless stream of video games. Boxing Star is a new boxing time game created by Four Thirty Three, now available on iOS and Android. In the game you can
create your own boxer and follow his career. You start out as a street fighter and distort you upwards as a world champion. The journey will be full of obstacles. There are hundreds of battles that need to be won. You will go against enemies, become stronger the more you progress. Make sure you're
equipped to face them all by wearing your custom gloves, honing your skills, and mastering the dynamic combat system. If you can't get on at any point in the game, don't worry. You can always rely on our collection of Boxing Star tricks, tips and tricks to help you reach the top! 1. Dodge to win One of the
best ways to win any fight is to hit your opponent without being hit in return. To do it successfully, you need to learn to dodge. There are three types of attacks in the game: jab, hook and uppercut. In addition to these, there is also the super move that deals a lot of damage. You also get three defensive
moves: dodge, lock, and clinch. Your opponent also has all these moves in his arsenal, so be sure to pay attention. If you are familiar with the terms of boxing, you will know that a jab is a quick shot that sacrifices power in exchange for speed. It is almost impossible to predict and dodge, but most likely
you will survive some jabs. What you need to be careful about are hooks, uppercuts and super moves. The good news is that these have more wind. This means that you will be able to predict when your opponent is going to unleash these moves and dodge accordingly. When your opponent loses, you
will be able to launch a counterattack, successfully dealing damage without any risk of being hit in return. 2. Keep your resistance under the health bar is your endurance meter. When your attacks are dodged or blocked, you will lose some resistance. The lower the resistance, the slower the boxer
becomes. If it hits zero, it sticks you in so much that you're pretty much a sitting duck. Prevent this from happening at all costs. If you see that your opponent is able to block or dodge a couple of punches, pull back a little and wait for your stamina to recover. Get hit and try to hit you your way a block is a
sure way to wear out. If the resistance drops too low and you need more time to recover, you can make a clinch. This will make your boxer grab his opponent, preventing him from launching attacks. Keep in mind that you won't be able to keep your opponent in a bear hug forever. This is just a last resort if
you absolutely can't find a way to get your stamina. 3. Mix your fists when attacking, be sure to use the different types of attack. Don't randomly press the attack buttons, though. Be strategic about this. For example, you can drive with a few consecutive jabs to make your opponent complacent, then
suddenly throw a hook to shake things up. Just because the top cuts deal the most damage doesn't mean you should keep throwing them. They are extremely slow and easy to predict. If you keep trying to throw the same punch, your opponent will most likely see it coming. The last thing you want is to
allow your opponent to do the same dodge-and-punch trick that we taught you. 4. Grind When You Are Stuck If you meet an opponent who is too strong to be defeated even with a good hit-and-run tactic, it might be time for you to grind a little. Just go back to an old battle and replay it a couple of times to
gain enough experience to level up. You can also switch to a different mode, so you can try to progress a little more. Switching to League mode will allow you to grind for equipment as well. Completing stages in League mode will reward you with pack deliveries that contain both equipment and money. 5.
Increasing your leveling has several advantages, one of which is that you can unlock new things. Reaching certain levels allows you to unlock new equipment slots. This means that you can take more equipment to fight, making you stronger. When unlocking a new equipment slot, try filling it as soon as
possible. You can fight League battles to get new equipment. You can also order boxes, wait for them to arrive, and equip the new equipment that comes in. It goes without saying that you should prioritize the rarest equipment for each slot. There are rare, epic, unique and superior equipment. The greater
the rarity, the better. If all options have the same rarity, you can check individual traits to see which one works best with your playstyle. Don't forget that the competition gloves are activated for League battles and sparring gloves are activated for the battles of history. Remember to switch back and forth
when jumping from one mode to another. 6. Balance your equipment When you are wearing the equipment, one of the things you should pay attention to, to the rarity, are the advantages they give. Try to keep the balance in your equipment as much as possible. For example, when it comes to gloves, you
can find one that increases jabs, one that increases hooks and one that increases uppercuts. Equipping one of all types, instead of accumulating upgrades in a single type of attack, will help you make sure you have a good arsenal for your battles. If you equipment that only strengthens hooks, your
opponent will soon realize that they only need to pay attention to a type of attack, leaving you vulnerable. 7. Earn more skill points, that's how training helps you earn the skill points you need to improve your punches. There are two types of training available. The first is Intense Training and costs coins.
The second type is Extreme Training which costs gold bars. Needless to say, extreme training gives you more skill points. Try to get as many workouts as possible to earn many skill points. Keep in mind that these take their time. You may want to schedule your workout right before you log out of the
game, so you have skill points waiting for you on your return the next day. In addition to scheduling more workouts, you should also consider unlocking a second training slot. This will allow you to double your training capacity. A second slot costs only 50 gold. Since you get 200 gold for free at the
beginning of the game, spending it on a training slot can help you get started early. 8. Choose the right skills The game offers different fighting style options for your boxer. Unlock more styles as you progress through the game. When it comes to choosing the right skills, there is no right or wrong answer. It
all depends on how you want to play. If you are the aggressive type, you can choose the stunner hunter attribute. If you prefer to play safely by doding and contracting, you can opt for the counter-master instead. Other attributes include resistance burner and lucky puncher. Try different styles and see
which one best suits you. Another thing to keep in mind is the relationship of these skills to each other. Counter Master skills are strong against Lucky Punchers. The Lucky Punchers are strong against the Stunner Hunters. Stun hunters are strong against Stamina Burners. Having the ability advantage in
a game will automatically increase damage for all your attacks. 9. Don't ignore sponsorship notifications These notifications often appear every time you unlock a new equipment item. Although they can be annoying, do not liquidate them yet. Completing a collection of sponsors rewards you with a bonus
attribute. This can give you a big advantage in both history and League battles as you'll be able to reinforce your boxer with the extra attributes a little more. 10. Add some swag to your Swank Once you reach a certain level in Boxing Star, you will start earning S coins. These can be used to buy various
things in the Swank section of the management board. You can buy a new nativity scene to increase your daily rental income. You can also buy a new car to reduce the delivery timer for that you order. Adding a new member to your entourage adds an extra bonus per day. Every new member you add
increases the bonuses you get, so it's always a good idea to keep adding more. 11. How to earn more S-Coins in Boxing Star Now that you know how great it is Swank items are, you are probably eager to earn more Coins S. There are several ways to do it. First, be sure to link your Facebook account to
the game. This will allow you to send gifts to any of your friends who are also playing. You should also add even more gaming friends by posting your friend's code in online groups. Having a lot of friends means you can exchange more gifts. Another way to earn more S coins is to complete the results. Go
to the Veteran tab of your achievements as all of these will reward you with S coins. Objectives from other cards will reward you with coins, gold, and other upgrades. Try to complete as many veteran objectives as possible to earn many S. 12 coins. How to get the best equipment Despite what the name
suggests, rare equipment is not really that rare. In fact, they are just a step above the common equipment. Feel free to use them as fodder for your best equipment. If you're wondering how you can get your hands on some Epic, Unique, and Superior gear, there are a few options. First of all, you can get
them as rewards from League battles, but the odds are very slim. You may be able to get a rare pack after winning a League battle that takes some time to open, but the reward will be worth the wait. If you want to increase your chances of getting better gear, you'll need to progress further in the game.
You have to get on the Leagues and defeat the toughest story bosses. This is especially true for Epic equipment as they do not appear in any of the initial packs. You'll have to advance to the toughest levels of the game if you even want to get a chance to find Epic gear. An alternative but expensive way is
to buy packages from the game store. From time to time, you'll find them individually in the tool store, but you can also expect them to be just as expensive. You can control the package information button to know the percentage of probability of getting equipment of greater or higher rarity. Spoiler alert, it's
really low. Finally, you can get more equipment through your entourage. As mentioned above, you get more bonuses for each new member of your entourage. Each member receives you an extra package per day. While getting rare equipment from these packages still depends on luck, at least you have
more chances to acquire them. In the end, you'il be lucky. If you're wondering about exclusive and Omega gear, these aren't real rarity levels. They are special types of equipment that can also be common, rare, superior, unique or epic. These often appear in premium packages, but you also have a small
chance to acquire them as during the game. 13. Buy Starter Packs When you start, you will have free gold. You can use it to purchase premium packs from the in-game store that cost 100 gold each. This way you will get 15 different pieces of equipment that are of common rarity. It may not seem so
impressive, but all this extra extra will allow you to greatly increase the level of your starting equipment. This means that you get a good boost of power at the beginning of the game. 14. Get into some social brawls When you go back to the social area of the game, you can customize your character and
fight against other players. You could also slap your picture on your boxer. Damage in these social battles has doubled, so you'll be able to complete them faster. The downside is that you don't really get any reward for winning. However, it is good practice. You can also have a stupid time with other
players in the game. You could also make new friends. 15. Look for The Red N When you see a red N anywhere on the menu, it means you have something waiting for you. If you see it in the Gear menu, it means you have new equipment. A red N in the management menu means you have new
sponsorships that are close to opening. If you see it in the skills menu, it means you have skill points waiting to be spent. Finally, seeing a red N in the objectives section means having rewards waiting to be claimed. Keep an eye on the red N, so you don't miss any of your rewards. Now you're ready to
knock out your opponents in Boxing Star! Just remember all the tips and tricks listed above to ensure your success! In case you know more tips for the game, let us know below in the comments area! Area!
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